
Powerful Features in an Easy-to-Use Package

ZebraDesigner for XML offers both the label design features

and printer configuration tools that enable printing. The easy

to use variable wizard makes it simple to link variable 

information to text, bar code and RFID tags on the label.

Graphics and fonts can be easily downloaded to the 

printer to accelerate throughput while allowing for label

design flexibility. 

Once label designs are complete, the label template can be

distributed to one or many printers with a single click. As new

labeling needs emerge, it’s “click-simple” to create or edit

existing designs. Designing a label has never been easier!

Be in control with versatile, simple tools.

Built on an entirely new platform and offering the most fre-

quently needed features, ZebraDesigner for XML introduces

a new level of access to printer capabilities than previously

available. New printer configuration tools allow for greater

control over printer settings and memory. Installation is easy;

you no longer need a hardware key to get started. And you

can count on the optimized printer drivers to fully leverage

the power and flexibility of Zebra’s printers. When you add it

all up—ZebraDesigner for XML delivers.

ZebraDesigner™ 
for XML
L a b e l  D e s i g n  A p p l i c a t i o n

Featuring an intuitive, Windows®-
based interface and a WYSIWYG
label designer, ZebraDesigner for
XML makes creating complex 
bar code label designs and 
format changes “click” simple. 
All XML-enabled Zebra printers 
are supported. 

ZebraDesigner for XML supports
the following User Interface 
languages:

• Danish

• English

• Finnish

• French

• German

• Hebrew

• Italian

• Japanese

• Polish

• Portuguese

• Russian

• Simplified
Chinese

• Spanish

• Thai

• Traditional
Chinese

• Ukrainian
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• Supported Operating Systems: 98SE/NT/2000/XP/2003

• For use with XML-enabled printers only

• Use ZebraNet™ Bridge Enterprise to enhance your printer management capabilities (free version included)
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With the help of the software’s 

new design and RFID wizards, 

it’s easy to create complex labels 

based on fixed or variable data
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The design distribution 

wizard makes it easy to send 

label templates to one or many 

printers with a single click

Once labels are resident within 

the printer, send XML data 

streams to print labels

ZebraDesigner for XML


